We consider liquid xenon dark matter detectors for searching a light scalar particle produced in the solar core, specifically one that couples to electrons. Through its interaction with the electrons, the scalar particle can be produced in the Sun, mainly through Bremsstrahlung process, and subsequently it is absorbed by liquid xenon atoms, leaving prompt scintillation light and ionization events. Using the latest experimental results of XENON1T and Large Underground Xenon, we place bounds on the coupling between electrons and a light scalar as g φee < 8 × 10 −15 from S1-only analysis, and as g φee < 2 × 10 −15 from S2-only analysis. These can be interpreted as bounds on the mixing angle with the Higgs, sin θ < 3 × 10 −9 7 × 10 −10 , for the case of a relaxion that couples to the electrons via this mixing. The bounds are a factor few weaker than the strongest indirect bound inferred from stellar evolution considerations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Weakly coupled light states arise in a wide variety of beyond the Standard Model (SM) scenarios. Possibly the two most common examples for such states are light fermions, with their masses being protected by chiral symmetries, and axion-like particles (ALPs), being pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons, their masses are protected by shift symmetries. The SM itself, in fact, contains fermion of the above type, the neutrinos, while the most celebrated ALP model is that of the QCD axion. In this work, however, we focus on the case of a weakly coupled scalar particle. This case has received considerably less attention from the community, and rightly so. As is well known, light scalars are subject to additive renormalization from ultraviolet scale, and are thus generically less motivated. There are, however, known quantum field theories that can protect the scalars from radiative contributions, such as models with conformal symmetry, and supersymmetric theories. In addition, there is the possibility that the theory consists of a light ALP, where the sector that breaks the shift symmetry also breaks parity. This implies that the ALP is no longer an eigenstate of parity (or CP), and can acquire both even and odd couplings. The relaxion field that was proposed to address the hierarchy problem [1] is an interesting example of the above kind. The relaxion mass is protected by a shift symmetry that is broken by two sequestered sources, implying that its vacuum expectation value is generic and parity is spontaneously broken [2, 3] . It generically thus gives rise to a mixing between the relaxion and the SM Higgs that leads to a variety of experimental signatures [2] . Obviously, such a mixing can also be present in generic models of Higgs-scalar portal (see for instance Ref. [4] and Refs. therein).
The above provides us with a motivation to search for such a scalar state, a singlet of the SM gauge interactions. For scalar masses of a few MeV to the few hundred GeV scale, collider searches, beam dump experiments, and flavor experiments constrain the mixing angle between the Higgs and the scalar state. Below the MeV scale, astrophysical/cosmological observations, and searches for violation of the equivalence principle provide the strongest constraints (see e.g. Refs. [2, 3, [5] [6] [7] and references therein). If the scalar particle constitutes dark matter (DM) in the present universe, and if its mass is sub-eV scale, a coherent oscillation of scalar DM induces an oscillation in fundamental constants, and thus, precision atomic sensors can be used as an alternative probe [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
In this paper, we investigate the production of a light scalar particle from the Sun. Specifically, we use the data of XENON1T and Large Underground Xenon (LUX) to constrain the scalar parameter space. In principle, there could be various types of relevant interactions with SM particles, e.g. a coupling to electrons, a coupling to nucleons or a coupling to photons. Couplings to nucleons and photons open different channels for the scalar production in the Sun, such as ion-ion Bremsstrahlung and/or Primakoff production. However, these couplings are irrelevant for the detection in liquid xenon (LXe) detectors. LXe detectors are not sensitive to the coupling to photons. Moreover, the produced scalar particle has energies of O(1) keV, which is the core temperature of the Sun, and, for this energy scale, nuclear absorption is not possible, while the elastic scattering yields very low recoil energy, below present day detector thresholds. On the other hand, electrons are abundant in the solar core, which can open production channels such as electronion Bremsstrahlung or Compton-like scattering. Furthermore, an incoming scalar with a typical solar energy can interact with the LXe electrons, leaving easily detectable signals of prompt scintillation and ionization electrons. Thus, the scalar absorption due to its electron coupling will be our main signal, and for this reason, we only consider the electron coupling in our analysis.
The relevant Lagrangian is thus
We restrict our attention to sub-keV mass range of these particles, m 1 keV, such that it can be copiously pro-
duced in the Sun. Once the light particle is produced, it easily escapes the Sun, as it only weakly couples to the SM particles, and eventually reaches the LXe detectors. The light scalar particle can be absorbed by xenon atoms, in a process analogous to the axio-electric effect [15, 16] , which is observed as an electronic-recoil signal of the full energy of the scalar in the detector. Our goal in this paper is to use this signal in LXe detectors to probe the light scalar particle of sub-keV mass range. It is worth noting that using the Sun as a source of weakly interacting light particles is not a new idea. Similar ideas have already been proposed in the past to probe other weakly coupled light states, such as axions and ALPs [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , and dark photons [23] [24] [25] , with DM direct detection experiments. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the production of light scalar particles from the Sun. We determine the relevant processes for the production, and compute the flux resulting from these processes. In Sec. III, we present detailed analysis with data taken from XENON1T and LUX. Then, we discuss our results in comparison with other existing constraints on the same coupling in Sec. IV. We also discuss the implications of our result in the context of several new physics scenarios in the same section.
II. SOLAR PRODUCTION
We investigate the production of a light scalar particle in the Sun. The total differential production rate is the sum of differential production rates by each process,
where bb is the production rate from transitions of bounded electrons, bf is from recombination of free electrons with ions, ff is Bremsstrahlung emission due to scatterings of electrons on ions, ee is Bremsstrahlung emission due to scatterings of two electrons, and C is Comptonlike scattering γ + e → φ + e. To find the total differential flux, we integrate the differential production rate over the solar volume. The total differential flux is given as
where R = 1 AU is the distance between the Sun and the Earth. The Bremsstrahlung process is the dominant production mechanism for the relevant energy scale. The electron-electron Bremsstrahlung is a relativistic process, and hence is suppressed compared to the electron-ion Bremsstrahlung, Γ ff , thus we take into account only the latter. To find the Bremsstrahlung rate for the scalar particle, we may compute the matrix element and the production rate directly, but a more easy and physically intuitive way to obtain the rate is to first observe a relation between the matrix elements for emitting one photon and one scalar particle from an electron. The ratio between the matrix elements of the two processes is [16] 
where v φ = k/ω is the velocity of the emitted scalar particle, α em is the electromagnetic fine structure constant, and the matrix element in the denominator is obtained after averaging over photon polarization states. As was already mentioned by the authors of Ref. [16] , Eq. (4) exhibits an m 2 e /ω 2 enhancement compared to the analogous ratio for ALPs. From the above observation, we find the production rate due to electron-ion Bremsstrahlung to be
where the Bremsstrahlung rate for photon Γ ff γ is given by [26] 
Here, n e is the electron density, n j is the density of atoms with atomic number Z j , and the function F , corresponding to the Gaunt factor in the Born approximation up to some constant factor, is defined as
where y = k s / √ 2m e T , and
is the Debye screening scale. Although Eq. (6) should be, in principle, summed over all elements inside the Sun, the dominant contribution arises from electron-proton, and electron-α-particle scattering.
The production rate for the Compton-like process can be easily computed as well, using the scalar-electric relation, Eq. (4). We find
where Γ C γ (ω) = f (ω) n e σ T /2 is the differential production rate of photons through Compton scattering, f (ω) = 1/ e ω/T − 1 is the phase space distribution of the photon, and σ T = 8πα 2 em /3m 2 e is the Thomson scattering cross-section. We have confirmed the expressions of Eq. (5) and Eq. (9) by performing a direct computation in the non-relativistic limit.
The production rate from atomic transitions is more complicated, as it involves computation of matrix elements of atomic transitions in the thermal bath. Instead of directly computing the matrix elements, we may use available data for photon absorption rates in the Sun, and infer the production rate of the photon by using detailed balance. Applying the scalar-electric relation, the production rate of the scalar particle can then be obtained. The photon absorption rate is already computed in the context of radiative transport. The intensity of photons at frequency ω evolves according to the equation
where s is a coordinate along the line of sight, k(ω) is an absorption coefficient, and j(ω) is a source. This absorption coefficient can be written as a function of photon absorption rate as
Then, the absorption rate can be translated into the production rate by detailed balance, Γ abs = e −ω/T Γ prod . Using Eq. (4), we can find the scalar production rate from atomic transition as a function of k(ω)
The photon absorption coefficient, k(ω), can be extracted from simulated data of photon opacity inside the Sun [27, 28] (see also Ref. [29] ). This method has already been used to compute the axion flux from the solar core [30] .
Using these results, we integrate the differential production rate over the solar volume by using the solar model obtained in Ref. [31] . In Fig. 1 , we present the light scalar flux. The Bremsstrahlung processes, involving hydrogen and helium, are calculated directly by using Eq. (6), while atomic transition processes for these atoms are neglected, because all energy levels of these elements lie below our experimental threshold. The flux from interactions between electrons and heavy elements, which include C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, and Fe, is obtained from the opacity relation, Eq. (11). We use the massless limit for the scalar, and take coupling constant g φee = 10 −14 for this plot.
We finally comment on the resonant production of light scalars in the plasma. The scalar field with interaction Eq. (1) can mix with the longitudinal excitation of the photon in the plasma [32] (see also Refs. [26, 33] for earlier studies on the mixing of dark photon with the longitudinal photon mode in the Sun). In the presence of such mixing, the production rate of the scalar field changes as
where ω 2 p = 4πα em n e /m e is the plasma frequency, and
is the damping rate of the longi- −14 , and the scalar is taken to be massless. The green dashed line is Bremsstrahlung flux from electrons interacting with hydrogen and helium ions, the red dashed line is the flux due to recombination and transitions of bounded electrons in heavier elements, the blue dashed line is the flux from Compton-like scattering, and black line is the total scalar flux.
tudinal excitation of the photon. The term on the numerator is the production rate of the longitudinal mode, Γ prod L = f (ω) Γ L , which can be seen by using detailed balance. The resonance takes place when the frequency of the scalar particle is close to the plasma frequency, ω ≈ ω p , and numerically, the flux at this frequency could be enhanced roughly by two or three orders of magnitude compared to the non-resonant case. However, the plasma frequency inside the Sun ranges as 1 eV ω p 300 eV, and thus, the frequency of resonantly produced scalar particles is also limited from above by 300 eV. This energy scale is too small for the analysis of prompt scintillation signals, but is relevant for analysis of ionization signals in LXe detectors, as we will discuss below.
III. SCALAR ABSORPTION IN DETECTORS
Once the light states are produced in the Sun, they pass through the detectors, and are expected to ionize atoms due to the same interaction, Eq. (1). This effect is similar to the photoelectric effect. The expected event rate is obtained by the convolution of the solar flux, Eq. (3), with the absorption cross-section. Instead of directly computing the absorption cross-section, we use again the relation between matrix elements, Eq. (4), and estimate the absorption cross-section as a function of the photoelectric cross-section,
where σ pe is the photoelectric cross-section for LXe. We ignore mixing of scalar particle with longitudinal excitation in the detector, since we are interested in scalar particles with ω O(1) keV, and for this frequency range, the mixing is barely important. For the photoelectric cross-section, we take tabulated data of σ pe from Refs. [34, 35] .
Having determined the flux and absorption crosssection, we use three sets of data, obtained by the XENON1T and LUX collaborations, to set limits on the coupling of scalar particles to electrons. We first discuss the prompt scintillation signals (denoted as S1). We use LUX data, collected in 2013 with an exposure of 95 days and 118 kg of fiducial mass, which is the same data set used by LUX collaboration to search for solar axions [19] . In addition, we use the XENON1T data set with an exposure of 1 ton × yr, which has been used to probe weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) DM [36] .
The detector response is taken into account in the following way. First, the deposited energy is translated into expected S1 signal using S1 = g 1 ωL y . The light yield, L y , is the expected number of scintillation photons for a given energy deposition, and is taken from Ref. [37] both for the LUX and XENON1T analyses. The detection efficiency for photons, g 1 , is taken from Ref. [19] for the LUX analysis, and from Ref. [38] for the XENON1T analysis. Then, the observed S1 signal in the detector is obtained by Poisson-smearing and binning the expected signal.
For this analysis, we place a threshold of 3 photoelectrons (PE) in S1, and set L y to zero below the lowest measured data point of 1.3 keV. This procedure is established in order to avoid oversensitive response to the steeply raising solar flux below 1 keV, and can be relaxed in a future more elaborated analysis.
Several systematic studies have been performed to quantify the effect of below-threshold energy deposition. In particular, the light yield was extrapolated down to zero energy, the Poisson smearing was replaced by a Gaussian one, following the procedure described in Ref. [37] , and the results were compared to no smearing with a hard cut at 1.5 keV (which is equivalent to 3 PE). For all of these studies, the resulting limits have changed by less than 5%.
A profile likelihood procedure [39] has been used to calculate the upper bounds on g φee at 90% confidence level (CL). We use a binned likelihood function, which is a product of the Poisson probability of each bin (c.f. Ref. [40] ).
The expected number of signal events in each energy bin is estimated as described in the preceding section, and the expected number of background events in each bin is taken from Ref. [19] for LUX, and from Ref. [36] for XENON1T. For LUX, we use 11 bins in the range of 3-60 PE, and for XENON1T we use a single bin in the range of 3-10 PE. As the XENON1T data is not binned, we estimate the background by assuming a flat background in S1 space. This assumption results in 66 expected background events in the search region. The number of data points in the search region was estimated to be 70.
We have also performed an S2-only analysis. The scalar The black dots are the data, and the blue shaded histogram is the partial background model from XENON1T experiment [42] . The orange shaded histogram, stacked on the background, is the signal model for a massless scalar, and g φee = 2 × 10 −15 . There is a peak around S2 = 300-400 PE, which corresponds to the resonant peak of the scalar spectrum at ω ∼ 0.2 keV.
flux produced in the Sun is enhanced at low energies by a resonant production, as mentioned above. Therefore, a search with lower threshold will yield much higher sensitivities, given that the background can be modeled, and that its rate is not exponentially raising. This technique has been used before in XENON100 [41] , and recently in XENON1T [42] , where the threshold was lowered by an order of magnitude with respect to S1-only analysis. We take the XENON1T data set [42] with an exposure of 22 tonne-days for the S2-only analysis, and use the detector response model presented in Ref. [38] to translate the deposited energy into S2 signals. As in Ref. [42] , we assume that the electronic-recoil events below 186 eV are undetectable for a conservative estimate. Then, we perform the same likelihood analysis to obtain an upper limit on g φee . The signal model, as well as data points and partial background model from XENON1T, are presented in Fig. 2 .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We summarize our results for the S1-only analysis in Fig. 3 . In the limit where the scalar mass can be ignored, the bound on g φee becomes g φee < 2 × 10 −14 (LUX) (14) g φee < 8 × 10
at 90% CL. In addition to these experiments, we also show the projected sensitivity of XENONnT. Since the total event rate at the detector is proportional to g Again, this bound is valid for m φ < 1 keV. In the same figure, we also present the constraints from the other searches on g φee . As we consider new light particles below keV, the most stringent constraints come from astrophysical observations. Since the electron coupling to a light scalar state opens additional channels for these astrophysical objects to lose their energy, it can lead to anomalous cooling of stellar objects, such as red giants, and stars on the horizontal branch. Non-observation of such anomalous cooling of stellar objects could place a constraint on a possible electron coupling to any new light states [44] . Compared to the results of earlier studies on scalar-electron coupling, g φee < 11×10
−15 [44, 45] , our result is a factor few better. However, a recent study has improved the stellar cooling bound on the same coupling to g φee < 7×10
−16 , when accounting for in-medium mixing effect of the scalar field [32] . Compared to the latest stellar cooling bound, our current S1-only limit, obtained from XENON1T data, is about an order of magnitude weaker.
We also present the result of S2-only analysis. From the recent data of XENON1T experiment [42] , we find g φee < 2 × 10 −15 (17) at 90% CL. This bound is valid for m φ 0.1 keV, since the constraining power mainly comes from a resonant peak in the signal. The sensitivity of the XENON1T S2-only analysis is a factor three weaker than the strongest stellar cooling bound. Upper limits on g φee for scalar masses larger than 0.01 keV are presented in Fig. 3 Our result can be interpreted in the context of several theoretically well-motivated new physics scenarios. Examples include a cosmological relaxion, and Higgs portal singlet scalar field. In both scenarios, a scalar state naturally mixes with the SM Higgs boson, and thus becomes coupled to the SM particles with coupling constant given by
where g ψ is the standard Higgs coupling to SM fermions, and sin θ is the scalar-Higgs mixing angle. For electron coupling, g e = κ e m e /υ = 3 × 10 −6 (κ e /1), where υ = 174 GeV is the electroweak scale, and in the SM, κ e = 1. Direct searches for Higgs decay and resonant production allow for a 600 times stronger interaction strength with electrons than the predicted SM value [46] , i.e. κ e = 600. Our bound, Eq. (17), can be thus interpreted as a bound on the mixing angle sin θ < 7 × 10 
This applies to any scalar that mixes with the Higgs. Furthermore, the naturalness condition on the scalar mass dictates sin θ 4πm φ υ = 7 × 10 −9 · m φ 100 eV ,
hence our bound probes natural models. The demand for a natural theory also results in the following upper bound on the scale of new physics Λ NP 4πm φ g φee 6 × 10 5 TeV · m φ 100 eV .
In this paper, we have considered solar production of light scalar particles, and used LXe detectors, XENON1T and LUX, to probe its coupling to electrons. We have only considered a subset of DM direct detectors, which has been mainly focusing on detection of WIMP DM. Another interesting direction is to use newly proposed ideas on DM direct detection, making use of inter-atomic interactions to lower the threshold (see e.g. Refs. [47, 48] and references therein). Such experiments provide an alternative probe of scalar-electron coupling, as the flux of scalar field from the Sun could be resonantly enhanced.
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